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Investors are responsible for making their own independent assessment of the 
information in this document. This document: (a) is for informational purposes 
only, (b) represents future product offerings and practices, which are subject to 
change without notice, and (c) does not create any commitments or assurances 
from Goji Crypto Holdings and its affiliates, suppliers or licensors.

Goji Crypto products and services are provided "as is" without warranties, 
representations, or conditions of any kind, wether express or implied.  The 
responsibilities and liabilities of Goji Crypto, and this document is not part of, 
nor does it modify, any agreement with Goji Crypto Holdings.



Goji Crypto ("Goji") is a software as a Service (SaaS) platform that aims to allow 
businesses to leverage the power of the blockchain with ease. With a single, 
easy-to-use dashboard, the Goji platform will provide ease for businesses when it 
comes to receiving online payments (consumer to business), as well as sending 
and receiving funds and/or other critical data to other businesses or 
institutions (business to business).

In one configuration, the Goji platform aims to allow businesses to conduct 
transactions in fiat currencies across the existing Ethereum blockchain without 
the need for developing or maintaining their own infrastructure.  This user-
friendly, single pane dashboard will allow customers to execute transactions in a 
simple interface while all of the exchanges and blockchain transactions happen 
within the SaaS back end.  This functionality helps mitigate the need for end 
users to be familiar with blockchain technology or smart contracts.

As more software vendors are migrating their products to cloud-based services 
and Software as a Service (SaaS), the deep customization that needs to be done 
on-premises is not applicable to a cloud-based or multi-tenant context.

Enabling tenant-specific customization in a cloud-based multi-tenant 
architecture requires a novel approach.  Goji Crypto leverages a micro-service, 
non-intrusive, customizable framework for multi-tenant.  This deep customization 
means that the micro-services that are customized for each tenant are isolated 
from the main platform interface and from other customized micro-services from 
other tenants.
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Platform Benefits
Goji Crypto has a multifaceted approach. Goji Crypto will allow for the 
creation of a vibrant ecosystem that sits at the foundation of a new 
enterprise, allowing businesses of all sizes to leverage the power of the 
blockchain technology and fill the gaps in their current payment 
processing or auditable information exchange systems.

This project has a two sided coin; our first and foremost is the 
community side. Goji Crypto's ecosystem will be driven by a diverse and 
highly motivated community.  Similar to open-source and other 
collaborative projects, all innovation comes from the community itself, 
where collaborative use actually enriches our resources.

Flipping the coin to the other side is a more business oriented structure 
that leverages the Goji ecosystem within the Blockchain Integration for 
Businesses. This enables faster and more secure transactions of 
information between businesses giving them use of the blockchain's 
power of transparency and real-time data ledger technology.

This platform enables businesses to verify identities and reduce fraud 
by prioritizing the inherent safety that comes from the blockchain's 
capabilities; reducing cost, protecting consumers data, and making it 
easier to approve transactions quickly.
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Safaia Gabanansu
The decision-making power is transfered from the developers to the community. While democracy is achieved, this 
method will be utilized to steer development in the right direction.

Every vote actually counts

Total transparency, no intermediate

Provide a more collaborative opportunity and open discussion

Participation

Responsibility rather than a priviledge

Governance methods using blockchain technology offer some heartening, captivating and polarizing concepts to all communities

"Safaia" translated to Sapphire is seen as a symbol of the heavens, a guardian of innocence, a bestower of truth. It is said to 
bring gifts of fulfillment, exhilaration, prosperity and inner peace and beauty

Safaia Gabanansu

"Gabanansu" translates to Governance

The Safaia Gabanansu governance process consists of the decision-making and enforcement process for various different changes
in parameters, contract deployments, policy specification, community incentives, and any improvements that will be driven by the 
community.

Future commitments governing the protocol will be authorized through this process



Future Services



GojiSwap will empower developers, liquidity providers, and traders to 
participate in a financial marketplace that is open and accessible to 
all. One decentralized, community driven platform.

Fees:

The Smart Contract for GojiSwap will be customizable, where fees 
can and will have a variable rate. At launch the fees will match most 
AMM (Automated Market Maker) fee structures.  There is a balance 
that needs to be assessed and we believe it should be driven by the 
community. 

That balance can be in favor of the trader or liquidity provider. 
Currently, the fees are acceptable to both parties but over time we 
believe this should be adjusted based on the community acceptance 
criteria.

The Smart Contract will also have a placeholder for a Protocol Tax 
that can be set at a value depending on the necessary needs. We are 
committed to our community and any protocol tax that will be 
implemented will be voted on using the GABA governance token.

This protocol tax will have various payout structures. It's in our best 
interest to always split the tax with the community 50/50.  This 
structure will help the community grow in the future while also 
committing to our obligation as a business.



Fees (cont...):

A liquidity pool is a smart contract that holds reserves of two or 
more tokens and allows anyone to deposit and withdraw funds from 
them, but only according to very specific rules.

One such rule is the constant product formula x * y = k, where x and y 
are the reserves of two tokens, A and B. In order to withdraw some 
amount of token A, one must deposit a proportional amount of token 
B to maintain the constant k before fees.

From the constant product formula it follows the price in that token 
A is simply price_token_A = reserve_token_B / reserve_token_A

Fundamentally, if GojiSwap applies a 0.3% fee to trades it is added to 
reserves. Because of that, each trade actually increases k.  This 
function is a payout to the Liquidity Provider which is realized when 
they burn their pool tokens by withdrawing their portion of the total 
reserves. 

GojiSwap has the ability to charge protocol fees, in this example, 
let's state the protocol tax is 1%; (30/100) x (1/100) = .30 x 0.01 = 
0.003, The Liquidity Providers take is 0.297% and the protocol tax is 
0.003%, which 50% is withheld for the community treasury and the 
remaining 50% is direct towards the business reserves.



Rewards:

Adopters of the GojiSwap Exchange platform will 
unlock the potential to earn passive income through 
staking and/or yield farming of Goji Crypto assets.  

The more Goji assets a user chooses to stake or farm 
will further incentivize rewards by adding reward 
multipliers.  Reward multipliers will also be granted for 
length of time commitments on their stake.

Staking any or all of Goji Crypto's base assets 
($HANU, $MIA, or $GOJ) will yield a return of the 
governance token, $GABA.

Users that stake the $GABA token on GojiSwap will be 
eligible to earn revenue proportional to their stake in 
the pool of 25% of the total service fee revenue 
generated by GojiSwap.  These rewards will be paid to 
the user in ETH or USDC.



Goji Lock is a decentralized application that allows blockchain 
projects to lock their ERC20 tokens and Liquidity Provider tokens in 
a non-custodial, time released Smart Contract vault.  Goji Lock was 
implemented to provide business value within the Goji ecosystem.

Benefits include providing a revenue stream and cost reduction up 
to 2% per lock.

Fees:

The Smart Contract for GojiLock will be customizable, where fees 
can and will have a variable rate. At launch the fees will be disabled 
with a redemption code to help other community projects get off the 
ground and provide the required comfort to their holders and 
investors.

Any project that wants to leverage GojiLock for their own 
community safety and well being can apply for a redemption code. 
 Projects will be vetted by the community on their project values and 
future direction for the following generations. This will leverage the 
GABA token for registration and voting through our governance 
model.

Goji Crypto will also leverage this Smart Contract to help reduce the 
backend cost of their own community locks.



Goji Farming is a decentralized application that allows blockchain 
projects to add a yield farm for their own token and help drive 
liquidity to their own projects. We like to describe this as "Farming 
as a Service."

The Goji Crypto ecosystem will also use this service internally for 
business value and cost reduction.

Fees:

The Smart Contract for Goji Farming will be customizable, where fees 
can and will have a variable rate. At launch the fees will be disabled 
with a redemption code to help other community projects get off the 
ground and provide the comfort to their holders and investors while 
also providing incentives for growth.

Any project that wants to leverage Goji Farming As a Service for 
their own community growth can apply for a redemption code. 
 Projects will be vetted by the community on their project values and 
future direction for the following generations. This will leverage the 
GABA token for registration and voting through our governance 
model.



Goji Staking is a decentralized application that allows blockchain 
projects to stake their own coins/tokens and provide incentives to 
their own community. We like to describe this as "Staking as a 
Service."

The Goji Crypto ecosystem will use this service internally for 
business value and cost reduction.  Staking As a Service will bring 
magnitudes of incentives for the Goji ecosystem.

Fees:

The Smart Contract for Goji Staking will be customizable, where 
fees can and will have a variable rate. At launch the fees will be 
disabled with a redemption code to help other community projects 
get off the ground and provide incentives that will help grow their 
community and future vision.

Any project that wants to leverage Goji Staking As a Service for 
their own community growth can apply for a redemption code.   
Projects will be vetted by the community on their project values and 
future direction for the following generations. This will leverage the 
GABA token for registration and voting through our governance 
model.



Goji Pay is a decentralized application that helps you create a 
seamless experience by bringing all of your payments together 
through one integration. You can easily shape our solution to match 
your business model and keep up with the ever changing technology 
landscape.

Merchants can create a widget and start accepting payments in all 
Goji Crypto tokens. Payments are deposited in your business wallet 
and transactions are recorded and auditable.  This service is similar 
to ApplePay®.  Once your customers click on the Goji Pay icon, the 
Payment Gateway will process and secure their order.

Fees:

The Smart Contract for Goji Pay will be customizable, where fees 
can and will have a variable rate. Fees are generated on each 
transaction. These fees can be reduced by holding a percentage of 
GABA in the deposit wallet.  Currently the fee structure for Goji Pay 
has not been finalized. Check our website for announcements.



A protocol bridge gives the ability to transfer tokens 
and/or arbitrary data from one chain to another. Both 
chains can have different protocols, rules, and governance 
models.  This bridge provides a compatible way to exchange 
data in an interoperated secure fashion.

As new protocols for blockchain are released the silo effect 
on each ecosystem increases, becoming more centralized 
than decentralized. Protocol bridges will be a key 
component of keeping decentralization possible for society.





Goji Ecosystem Tokenomics

Total Supply: Deflationary

Hanu Yokia - 1 quadrillion (burn 
capabilities)

Mia Necko - 1 trillion (burn capabilities)

Goji - 1 billion

Safaia Gabanansu - 1 million (governance)

Governance (DAO)

New projects (internal / external)

Allocation of treasury / reserves

Allocation of time locks

Implementation of taxes

Utilities:
Community

GojiSwap

Goji Lock

Farming

Staking

        

Business

Farming as a Service

Staking as a Service

Locking as a Service

Protocol Bridge

Payment Gateway

Business 
Integration




